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Our notation will be (o" the Pauli matrices), -5r" A'"go -g "'E'""$o=0. (9) One way to obtain the equations of motion for each partial wave would be, of course, to substitute in these equations the multipole expansions of each field. This procedure is, however, extremely tedious. It is far simpler in practice to use a method advocated by Finkelstein et jodV=, 5e (G, '+ F, ')p'dp. (26) Fo'+ -Fo+(1 -Ao+Fo' -Go')Go =0,
With this notation the equations which determine G"E, and 8, V are
In the case 5 =0, corresponding to the neutron model, Eq. (26) gives, of course, zero electric charge. There is, however, a conserved current as a consequence of gauge invariance of the first kind. This invariance provides a conserved baryonic charge or normalization which in lowest order is common to the "normal, " proton, and neutron models. As we will immediately see, the normal-
27T (G, '+E,')p'dp =5 The definition of spin comes from the spin vector
Using the energy-momentum tensor T"'=F" E', +-, 'E""F""g'+-, 'f[gy 5'q+gy 5"q (s"q)y q -(s y)y"ql-
we find in our case, always in lomest order of e, S, =S2 =0, So= o (Go +Eo )p dp,
A. m so, in fact, the normalization (27) gives the correct spin. As a consequence of (27) we also see that the total electric charge is q= eh. I'0 +Go p dp I, = {I',I', +G,G, }p'dp 0 (I, is evaluated at A, corresponding to the minimum energy). This normalization provides a sec- The next ecluations to be solved are (25) With these values and the knowledge of g"we get the magnetic moment from (29). The result is 1.04 nuclear magnetons, which differs by less than 1% from the normal magnetic moment corresponding to a Dirac particle of "bare" mass 908.2 MeV (1.03 magnetons).
The picture one obtains in this first model-is a system which, aside from higher-order electromagnetic corrections, has the normal charge, spin, and magnetic moment, i.e. , those corresponding to a Dirac particle. In other words, the nonlinearity does not affect these quantities in an appreciable way. The total rest energy is relatively more affected, since it is not mB=908. 2 MeV, but E = 938.2 MeV, of which 5.96 are of electromagnetic origin, and 932.30 are mechanic"
(not electromagnetic).
We now consider the proton and neutron cases, 5=1, 0, kw0.
The parameter~has already been fixed. We determine A. and m from the observed proton mass, and k from the observed magnetic moment of each particle. For the proton one gets m=913.7 (E, '+G,')p'dp =h A. m corresponding to A, =0.936. Since the value of the integral is 3.6576, and q=el, we find e =0.00199.
We will take e =0.002.
Once z is fixed, we still have to adjust the parameters m and A. in order to describe the proton and neutron. Before this, however, it is interesting to consider the case of a particle with a proton mass and without anomalous magnetic mo- 
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intervene can be expected to appear. Among these is probably the real mass difference m~-m". On the other hand, one gets the general impression that those effects depending on the "mechanical" (self-energy) and electromagnetic properties of the nucleons are well described by the model.
